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1. INrRoDUCTIoN 
Formally, a diagram of n nodes is a subset D of N x N ~o~ta~~~~~ n 
elements. A D-tableau is a bijective function x : D -+ n = (I, 2, ..-? YI 1. Hnfor- 
mally, a diagram is an array of nodes in rows and columns; a tableau has 
the nodes replaced by the elements of n. R(x) denotes the set of row 
~~rm~tatio~s of X; C(X) denotes the set of ~o~urn~ rm~tation~ of x. They 
are both subgroups of the symmetric group &. For Xc S,, set 
4-u = c 0, a4 = 2 40) Q> 
otx 176X‘ 
where E(CJ) is the sign of the permutation. Any tableau x may be associated 
with a left ideal S(x) of the group algebra KS,T namely S(x)=KS,r$, 
where CX=E(@X) and fi= r(Rx), Clearly S(x) and S(y) are is~rn5~p~~~ as 
~~~-rnodn~es if x and y are tableaux for the same diagram. We shall 
usually denote S(x) by SD, suppressing explicit reference to t 
used. If D is the diagram of a partition, SD is called a ,!$echi ~o~~~e in the 
literature. 
Clearly if the rows of a tableau are permuted, then the ideals are i 
tical; the same goes for the columns of a tabl 
diagrams or tableaux are equivalent if one can obtained from 
by ~errnnt~~g the rows or columns. A diagram 
skew borne diagram is called a bnd sizap~. 
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Proper Young diagrams give rise to irreducible representations of the 
symmetric group at characteristic zero. M. Clausen and F. Stozer [l] have 
given an algorithm for finding the composition factors of skew modules 
(c.f. [3]). In this paper we shall discuss methods of finding the composition 
factors of modules corresponding to arbitrary diagrams. In terms of charac- 
teristic free representation theory, a composition series is replaced by a 
chain of submodules in which the factors are isomorphic to Specht modules 
(a so called Specht series). The results presented are true for an arbitrary 
ring K; but the discussion is primarily concerned with scalars from a field 
of characteristic zero. 
2. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN DIAGRAM MODULES 
The following result was proved in [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the diagram D contains two nodes (il, j,) 
and (i2, j,) such that (il, j,) and (i2, j,) do not belong to D. Then there is a 
surjective homomorphism SD --) SD’ where DI is obtained from D by moving 
as many nodes as possible from row i, to row i2 without changing column. 
The kernel of the homomorphism constructed in [3] contains SDK where DK 
is obtained from D by moving as many nodes as possible from column j, to j, 
without changing row. 
However the kernel is not in general equal to SDK. Using letter place 
algebras, M. Clausen has found that other diagram modules can form part 
or whole of the kernel. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let 
1 6 1 1 1 
3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 
x= xl= xK, = 5 4 5 4 5 4 x&= 4 5 
6 6 6 
The methods of [3] would offer S(xK,) as the kernel, whereas in fact the 
kernel is S(xK,). 
The conditions given below show how the homomorphisms of (2.1) 
work. Throughout this section, D, DI, and DK are diagrams of n nodes; x, 
xl, and xK are tableaux for these diagrams. 
CONDITION 2.3. C(x) = C(x1) and for all 7-c E R(x)\R(xZ), there exist a, 
b such that a, b appear in the same row of nxI and in the same column of x. 
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Let X, Y be systems of coset representatives define 
equations 
R(x) = X(R(x) n R(d)), 
Then a KS,-homomorphism f: S(x) -+ S(x1) is defined by 
f(‘4 = @.P( Y)> 
where cx, /3 are defined in Section 1 for the diagram 
ensures that f is surjective since 
f(Q) = &(CX) E(RX) z(Y) = &(CX) l(X) I(RXl) = &(CX%) @XI). 
CQNDITIQN 2.5. R(x) = R(xK) and for all XE C(x)\C(xK) there exist 
a, h such that a, b are in the same row of nx and in the same column of x 
If this condition is satisfied. 
E( CxK) z z( Rx) = E( CxK) z( 
for if P and Q are finite subsets of N x N then E( ) = 0 if and only if P 
and Q have a pair of elements in common. 
To see that condition (2.5) ensures that S(xM)z S(x), choose coset 
representatives V, W according to the equations 
C(x) = (C(x) n C(xK)) V, 
Then 
E( W) o$’ = E( W) E( Cx) z(Rx) = E( CxK) E(V) z(Rx) = &(CxK) t(Rx 
CONDITION 2.6. For all z E R(x) there exist a, b such that a, b are in the 
same column of xK and in the same row of ~xI. 
This condition ensures that for all TC E W(x), E( 
Conditions (2.5), (2.6) ensure that S(xK) c kerf since X 
&(CxK) z(RxK) l(Y) = &(CxK) t(Rx) l(Y) = E(CXK) i( 
This proves 
THEO&M 2.1. If tableaux x, XI, xK satisfy conditions (X3), (2.5), (‘X6)? 
then (2.4) defines a surjective homomorphism S(x) -+ S(xP) containing S(x 
in its kernel. 
The homomorphism constructed in [3] satis 
tableaux in example (2.2) also satisfy the condit 
these ~o~ditio~~. 
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Since KS,,@ is a submodule of KS,/1 and a homomorphic 
image of KS,x, all its irreducible constituents must be com- 
mon to these two modules. (2.8) 
KS,% and KS,,,fl are isomorphic to permutation modules whose 
constituents can be found by the Littlewood -Richardson rule. This places a 
restriction on the set of partitions which can provide composition factors of 
KS,@. This can often be used to verify that they have all been found. It 
may readily be deduced that 
No irreducible factors of S” can arise from diagrams having 
a greater number of rows or columns than D. (2.9) 
3. THE KERNEL 
In this section WC give a method for determining whether S(xK) is the 
whole kernel of the homomorphism given in (2.7) provided that either xl 
or xK is equivalent to a skew tableau. 
Let II: B be the sets of entries in two adjacent columns of a skew or 
proper tableau x and let P be the set of entries from rows 1 to r of B 
together with those from row r down to the foot of A. Denote by S,, the 
permutation group on P and let 2 be a set of left coset representatives of 
the product group SP,, A S,,, B in S,,. Then c(Z) is a Gurnir element on the 
two columns. It is shown in [2] that the left annihilator of r/?(x) is 
generated over KS, by (1 + (a, h): a, h are adjacent entries in the same 
column of x} together with Garnir elements for adjacent columns. This 
yields our fundamental theorem. 
TI IEOREY 3.1. Let XI be obtainelI from x in accordunce with (2.3) and 
suppose thut XI is equivalent to u skew or proper tubleuu yl. Then the kernel 
off: S(x) + S(xZ) = x KS, jr[l(x), summing over those Gurnir elements i on 
yl which involve nodes that have moved under J 
ProoJ: Since ,r/3(xI)=@(x) l(Y) it follows that [c$(x)E kerf if and 
only if CE ann(a/I(xI))=ann(@(rl)). x and ~1 have the same column 
group, so only Garnir elements can make a non-zero contribution to the 
kernel. Any Garnir element of yl on unchanged columns will annihilate 
d(x). 
When xK is skew a dual argument may be used. Let A, B be the sets of 
entries in two adjacent rows of xK, and let P be the subset of A u B con- 
sisting of all entries in the lower row in columns 1 to r, and all entries in 
the upper row from column r to the end. Let Z be a set of coset represen- 
tatives of S,,, S,.,B in S,. Then z(Z) belongs to the right annihilator 
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ideal of @(xK) and this ideal is generated by all such E(Z) 
{ 1 - (a, 1p): a, b are adjacent elements of the same row of xK 
c@(x) on the right by all such z(Z) will show whether S(x 
kernel of a homomorphism from S(x) onto S(x1). 
We show next that if x1 is obtained from x by (‘Al), each non-zero [a 
defines a tableau, and look at some cases wh more than one Garnir 
relation appears. xl need not be skew equiva t. Two columns of any 
tableau can be arranged in skew form and corresponding Garnir elements 
annihilate a4 whether or not the rest of the tableau is skew. 
THEQREM 3.2. Let xl be obtainedfrom x by the method of (2.1), with the 
rows ordered so that columns j, j + 1 of xl form a skew tableau. Let E(Z) be a 
Carnir element on these two columns. Then either E(Z) a/?(x) =O or 
E(Z) C@(X) = oc$(xK) for a tableau xK satisfying (2.1) alzd GE Sn. 
Proof. Let AI be the set of entries in column j of xl from row P to the 
foot and BI the set of entries from rows 1 to Y of column j + 1. 
be the sets of entries remaining in these columns. Define A 
similarly for X. Take Z to be a set of left coset r 
product group S,,SB, in SAIUBI. If A = AI and B 
Garnir element of x and E(Z) L-@(X) = 0. If just one col 
assume that this is column j, since a corresponding result 
for j + 1 by rotating through 180”. Then A # AI and 5 = 
(i) Suppose a node s E A\AI and there is no node in the same row of 
column j + I of x. Then no other nodes in column j will move and column 
j+ 1 is unchanged. Since this part of xl is skew 
which already has a node in column j+ I. I, 
groups, which are the same in both tableaux, 
r, column j of x (see Fig. 1). 
E(Z) 4Cj) dCj+ I) a(Rx) 
= - E(Z) de,, E(Cj+ I)(% S) z(RX) 
= -E(Z) E(x‘fI) E(BI) E(AI’) E(B~) E(F) ~(c)(q, s) @x), 
where F, G are complete sets of interchanges between AI and AI’, 
ectively, and we write E(AI) for E(S,,), 
= -E(AIu BI) E(AI’) &(BZ’) E(F) &(G)(q, s) E( 
= -(q>s)W~uBfu (s)\{q)b(AI’u (q)\(s)) 
x &(BI’) E(F(q E(G) z(Rx). (3.3) 
ecall that for any finite subsets P, Q, of N x N, E(P) t( ) = 0 if and only if 
P and Q have a pair of elements in common. ~o~~~gat~~g withJL‘g for any 
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XI 
FIGURE 1 
f~:(~,‘), gEG, shows that s(AZ’u {q}\(s)) c(BZ’)fg z(Rx) is never zero. 
AZUBZU L4\{ql contains precisely one element from every row of the 
two columns of x. Hence s(AZuBZu {S}\{q})E(AZ’u {q}\(s)) &(BZ’)fg 
I is non-zero if and only iff and g involve precisely the same rows of x. 
Any such pair will be of the form 
f= fi (xC1i,jl, xCki,jl) 
i=l 
(3.4) 
g= fj bCl,,j+ 11, d&j+ 111, 
i=l 
where x[a, b] is the entry in row a, column b of X, { li} is a subset of the 
rows containing AZ’ u {q} \ {s}, and {ki} is a subset of the rows of BZ’ 
indexed by the same set of i’s. A complete set of such pairs (f, g) for 
distinct cosets is found by taking all possible pairs of subsets ( li}, { ki} of 
equal cardinality. Clearly there is a bijection ~between these pairs and 
distinct coset representatives of ScAI’” 14j, IS)I~BI’ in scATvBI’” f4I,(sJJ. 
Further, since (xC1i,j15 xCki,j+ ll)(XCkjl, xCl,,j+ l])=(X[li, jl, 
xCki7jl) CxC1i,j+ l], xCki~j+ ll) (X[li,jl, X[li,j+ 11) (x[kj,j], x[ki, 
j+ ll), and (x[l,, j] x[li,j+ l])(x[&j], x[ki,j+ l])~R(x), we can 
repiacefg wheref, g are given in (3.4) by ny!I (x[l,,j], x[k,,j+l]) 
(X[ki,j], X[li,j+ 11). NOW x[ki,j] and x[l;,j] EAZU BZU {s}\(q), SO 
4AZuBZu {~>\{q))4AZ’u {q)\{s})&(BI’)&(fg)z(Rx) 
=c(AZu BZu {s}\{q}) QBZ’) fi (x[li,j], x[/$,j+ 11)(-l)” z(Rx). 
i=l 
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ut y!“=1 (x[l,,j], x[k,,j+ 11) is a coset r esentative of the 
a (ki) range over 
the possible subsets of rows we obtain a complet of distinct eoset 
representatives. Combining this with (3.3), 
Thus if xN is derived from x by moving the elements of B into column j a 
the elements of A’ together with q into column j-t 1 without changi 
rows, we have E(Z) E(CX) z(Rx) = -(q, s) 8(CxN) E( 
Fm-ther, if we conjugate with p = ?J (x[li, 
(product over all rows lj of A’), we have 
E(Z) c(Cx) l(Rx) = -(q, s) p(CxK) l( (3.5) 
where xK is the kernel tableau obtained by (2.1) choosing as our initial 
pair of nodes s and the node of column j + 1 which is in the same row of x1 
as s. 
(ii) Suppose x has no node in row Y and a node s moues 
row of A which does not contain a node in coiumn j+ 1. 
follows as in (i), omitting -(q, s). 
We GUI show that in all other cases E(Z) annihilates a/?(x). 
FIGURE 2 
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(iii) Suppose a node s E A\AI and there is a node t in the same row of 
column j-t 1. Then either s and t both move into the same row of x1 or else 
t is left in a row having no nodes in column j. Ifs and t both move, we can 
rearrange the rows of xZ so that x and x1 are identical in columns j, j + 1, 
and s(Z) is a Garnir element on both tableaux. If s moves without t then 
the two columns of xl can only be arranged in skew form by moving t into 
BI. Then 
E(Z) c(Cj) c(Cj+ 1) z(Rx) = ~(Alu BI) E(AI’) E(BZ’) E(F) E(G) z(Rx), 
where F and G are defined as before. Alu BZ contains one element more 
than the number of rows of these columns of x and hence .z(AIu BZ) 
fg I(&) = 0 for all f~ F, g E G. 
(iv) Suppose a node s E AI\A. Then either Alu BI again contains one 
node more than the number of rows of these columns of x or else a node t 
of BI is in the same row as s in both x and xl. In either case E(Z) 
annihilates a/?(x) as in (iii). 
Usually there will be more than one Garnir element of x1 which does not 
annihilate c@(x). The next two results show that these do not necessarily 
generate different ideals. 
COROLLARY (3.6). Let E(Z) and E(T) be two Garnir elements on the 
same columns of XI which do not annihilate IX/?(X). Then E(Z) C@(X) and 
E(T) c@(x) generate the same ideal. 
This follows immediately from (3.5). 
COROLLARY (3.7). Let {h,, h,), { jl, j,} be pairs of adjacent columns of 
x (not necessarily all distinct) such that (h,, j,} and (h2, j,> have entries in 
the same rows. Then the Garnier elements on columns h, , h2 of xl give rise to 
the same ideal as those on j, , j2, 
Proof By (2.1), {h, , j, 1 and {h,, j, > will have entries in the same rows 
of xl. By (3.2(i)), Garnir elements on columns h,, h, of xl give rise to the 
ideal generated by a tableau xH which has one column containing nodes 
from every row of h, and h,, and another containing nodes only in the 
rows common to h, and h,, all other columns being unchanged. A tableau 
xJ arises similarly from j, and j,. DH and DJ are equivalent to diagrams 
differing only in the order of the columns. Further, there exists p E Rx such 
that pa(xH) p P1 = a(x”). The result follows. 
In particular if columns j- 1, j + 1 have entries in the same rows of x, 
the Garnir relations on the two sides of j give rise to the same ideal. This 
follows from (3.7) by putting hl =jl =j, h, =j- 1, j, =j+ 1. 
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For example (3.2), (3.6), and (3.7) may be used to show that the 
following sequence gives a complete decomposition of S(x) by the metho 
of (2.1). 
1 3 1 3 5 4 6 
x= 2 5 --+xI= 2 z 1 3 5 +xII= 1 3 5 
4 6 46 2j 
1 ! xIK= 4 t 3 6 5 3 2 4 I 6 5
2 2 
1 3 3 1 4 3 1 3 9 4 
xK= 2 5 z 5 2 -+xKI= 5 2r5 2 
46 46 6 6 
3&l 
xKK = 5 2 
6 4 
It is not always possible to find a single shape which generates the whole 
kernel. Hf we l-rave 
5 6 2 5 6 5 2 6 
4 4 3 1 
x= 
1 3 
xl= 
1 3 
z 
4 
2 
the algorithm of [l] shows that the kernel must h.ave ~orn~os~tio~ factors 
(3, f3), (23), (22, 12). There is no shape with the same row grou 
having precisely these factors, although a decomposition 
found by choosing 1 and 6 as the initial pair of nodes. Bf 
x1 as given above, Garnir elements on ( 1, 2,6) and (2, 3, 
the tableaux 
6 5 5 
4 
xK= 1 3 and xK’= 1 3 
2 2 
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A further decomposition gives 
6 5 6 5 1 5 6 
xKK=xK’K= 
4 2 4 4 
= = 
3 .uKI 1 3 xK’I 3 
1 2 2 
Since xKI and xK’Z give rise to non-isomorphic irreducible ideals, c@(xKK) 
must generate the intersection of the ideals arising from sK and xK’ and we 
have 3 irreducible factors as required. If we take 
1 2 3 12 3 
4 5 6 
xr= 
10 11 4 5 6 
x= 
7 8 9 78 9 
10 11 12 12 
the intersection is less easily found. Using [ 1 ] again, S(x) has composition 
factors (5,4,2, l), (5, 3”, l), (4’, 3, 1), (5, 3, 2’), (4’,22), 2(4, 32, 2), (3j). 
By (3.2)-(3.7) the composition factors of S(xl) arc (5, 32, 1) and 
(5,4, 2, 1). We note that xl could arise from x using (2.1) with either 10, 6 
or 11, 5 as the initial pair of nodes, giving different kernel tableaux 
12 3 1 2 3 
xK= 
45 6 
xK’ 
4 56 
= 
7 89 7 8 9 
11 12 10 10 12 11 
By (2.9), (5, 3, 22) cannot be a factor of S(xK). and the remaining factors 
of the kernel can readily be obtained from xK by (2.1), so we have all the 
composition factors of S(.xK) without needing to use (3.2)-(3.7). A similar 
argument using (2.8) shows that S(xK’) has all the composition factors of 
the kernel except (42, 3, 1). Hence the intersection has factors (4*, 22), 
2(4, 3’, 2), (3”). There are two common subideals of S(xK) and S(xK’) 
generated by the shapes 
xxx xxx 
xxx 
and 
xxx 
xxx xxx 
xxx xxx 
but neither of these represents the whole intersection and further 
calculation is necessary. Again it is possible to obtain a complete dccom- 
position of S(x) by (2.1) if we choose our initial node differently, but we 
can find cases where (2.1) cannot give the whole solution. An example is 
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the diagram obtained by arranging 21 nodes in a 7 x 7 square, so that every 
row and every column contains 3 nodes, and any two rows or colu 
overlap by just one node. In this case all diagrams DI obtained by (2.4) are 
equivalent and do not yield a single kernel shape. (2.8) places a restrictive 
on the possible set of factors. It remains to be seen whither they all occur. 
4. SKEW COVERS 
It is sometimes possible to obtain informaton about the module 
associated with a bad shape by considering homol~orp~isms from a skew 
module onto it. This may also yield information about the annihilator i 
of c@(x) when x is a bad shape. We define a skew H-cover of a tableau n 
to be a skew tableau obtained by breaking some of the rows of x while 
preserving its column group. The skew I-cover is not unique, but the most 
useful information is obtained by breaking as few rows 
R(Q) c R(x), c@(x) = a/?(@) t for some 5: in KY,. 
homomorphic image of S(Q) and we may analyse this 
detail. For example, take 
7 8 9 
4 7 
&589 @= 4 
2 6 1 5 
3 2 6 
3 
IJsing (2.1) we obtain a sequence 
8 9 7 7 
7 4 8 9 4 
4 
@I= 
1 5 
=15 
-+ 
2 6 
2 6 3 3 
3 
1 I 
9 8 7 7 
7 9 8 9 4 8 
K= 4 4 @ZK= 1 5 
1 5 Y5 2 6 
2 6 2 6 3 
3 3 
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@iK and @I are skew, so we can find their composition factors and use 
the dual of (3.2)-(3.7) to check that they give the whole kernels. We may 
deduce that the factors of S(x) are (4, 3,2), (4,3, l’), 2(4,2’, l), and 
(4,2, 13). The work may be reduced by noting that @I is skew-equivalent 
although it does not appear as a skew cover of x. The factors of S(x) could 
be found by applying (2.1) to x and beginning with 
7 4 7 7 
4 1 5 8 9 4 
x=1 5 8 9 xl= 2 6 xK= 1 5 8 9 
2 6 3 2 6 
3 3 
but without @ we have no way of checking that xK gives the whole kernel. 
In Example (2.2) we have another skew cover, taking 
1 6 1 1 
@= 
3 2 3 2 
@K= 
3 2 
5 4 
x= 
5 4 5 4 
6 6 
d(@K)=4Z) P( ) h CI x w ere Z is a set of left coset representatives of the 
product group SI1) s13) Sjs, 6) in S,,, 3,5,6). Hence E(Z) lies in the left 
annihilator of a/3(x). This could not have been deduced from Garnir 
relations on pairs of columns. 
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